Atlantic Deep Water Formation Occurs Primarily in the Iceland Basin and Irminger Sea by Local Buoyancy Forcing
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Key Points:

- New observations reveal Atlantic Subpolar Gyre deep water is formed primarily in the Irminger and Iceland basins by local buoyancy forcing
- The deep water formed by buoyancy forcing in winter is not entirely exported the following months; a portion is stored in those basins
- The transformation and subsequent export of deep water southward are twice as large in winter 2014–2015 than in winter 2015–2016
Abstract

The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), a key mechanism in the climate system, delivers warm and salty waters from the subtropical gyre to the subpolar gyre and Nordic Seas, where they are transformed into denser waters flowing southward in the lower AMOC limb. The prevailing hypothesis is that dense waters formed in the Labrador and Nordic Seas are the sources for the AMOC lower limb. However, recent observations reveal that convection in the Labrador Sea contributes minimally to the total overturning of the subpolar gyre. In this study, we show that the AMOC is instead primarily comprised of waters formed in the Nordic Seas and Irminger and Iceland basins. A first direct estimate of heat and freshwater fluxes over these basins demonstrates that buoyancy forcing during the winter months, can almost wholly account for the dense waters of the subpolar North Atlantic that are exported as part of the AMOC.

Plain Language Summary

The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is a key mechanism in the climate system as it contributes to the uptake and storage of anthropogenic CO₂ in the deep ocean. As global warming continues apace, climate scientists are concerned with the possibility of a slowing AMOC due to changes in deep water formation at high latitudes in the North Atlantic. Although wintertime conditions over the Labrador Sea have long been considered a strong predictor of downstream AMOC change, recent results in the subpolar North Atlantic have revealed that the volume of deep waters formed in the Labrador Sea is small compared with the waters carried in the AMOC, creating an unresolved question as to the source of deep waters that compose the lower AMOC limb. Here, we combine a collection of observations from the subpolar gyre and Nordic Seas to show that the Iceland Basin and Irminger Sea are the main sources for the lower limb. Additionally, we reveal that the production of deep waters can almost entirely be accounted for by wintertime air-sea fluxes over those basins, and that some of the dense waters formed via convection are stored in the Irminger and Iceland basins in subsequent months.
1 Introduction
The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) delivers warm and salty waters in its upper limb to the North Atlantic subpolar gyre and Nordic Seas, where they are transformed into large volumes of cold and fresh waters in the AMOC lower limb via air-sea buoyancy loss in wintertime (Lozier, 2010). The prevailing hypothesis for the sources of the AMOC lower limb has been that approximately half was provided by Nordic Sea waters flowing over the sills into the Iceland and Irminger basins (Isachsen et al., 2007; Mauritzen, 1996), and half formed via convection in the Labrador Sea (Bailey et al., 2005; Schmitz & McCartney, 1993; Worthington, 1976). However, results from a relatively new observational program have challenged that view by providing evidence that the strength of Labrador Sea convection contributes minimally to the total overturning of the subpolar gyre (Lozier et al., 2019). As such, the sources for waters of the AMOC lower limb have come into question.

The Overturning in the Subpolar North Atlantic Program (OSNAP) array was deployed in the summer of 2014 to provide continuous measurement of the AMOC at subpolar latitudes (Lozier et al., 2017). The array is composed of two sections: OSNAP West at the Labrador Sea entrance, and OSNAP East, which extends from the southeast tip of Greenland to the Scottish shelf (Figure 1a). OSNAP observations through May 2016 (Lozier et al., 2019) show that the overturning across OSNAP East (15.6 ± 0.8 Sv) exceeds the overturning across OSNAP West (2.1 ± 0.3 Sv). A small overturning in the Labrador Sea was also estimated from composite hydrographic sections during 1990–1997 (Pickart & Spall, 2007), suggesting that weak overturning at OSNAP West is not an anomaly of the shorter OSNAP observational period.

To identify the source of the relatively large volume of the AMOC lower limb flowing across OSNAP East (separated from the upper limb by the AMOC isopycnal, \( \sigma_{MOC} \) – section 2.1), we compare continuous transport measurements across the Greenland-Scotland Ridge (GSR) with those across OSNAP East (Figure 2). We find that the mean transport across GSR (-6.6 ± 0.4 Sv) cannot explain that across OSNAP East (-13.2 ± 3.8 Sv), a result suggested by Sarafanov et al. (2012) from an analysis of summer hydrographic sections. Similarly, waters flowing across GSR in the AMOC upper limb (7.4 ± 0.4 Sv) are half of those flowing across OSNAP East (15.0 ± 3.8 Sv). The overturning variability across OSNAP East can also not be attributed to the
deep waters flowing southward across GSR (Figure 1b) since the transport variability for the deep GSR waters (± 2 Sv) is small in comparison to that across OSNAP East (± 12 Sv).

Thus, the overall goal of this study is to ascertain the mechanism responsible for producing deep waters in the eastern subpolar North Atlantic. Specifically, we explore whether transformation of surface waters by air-sea fluxes of heat and freshwater in the region can account for the lower (upper) fluxes of 6.6 ± 3.8 Sv (7.6 ± 3.8 Sv) needed to close the mass budget between OSNAP East and GSR (Figure 2). To complement this exploration, we also assess the impact of buoyancy forcing over the Labrador and Nordic Seas during the OSNAP period.

Figure 1. OSNAP East and GSR observations. (a) Map of sea surface temperature (°C) during the OSNAP period showing mooring locations along OSNAP East and GSR for 1) Atlantic inflows at Denmark Strait (DS_AW), Faroe-Shetland Current (FSC) and Faroe-Current (FC) and 2) overflows at Denmark Strait (DS_OW) and Faroe-Bank Chanel (FBC). The grey line at OSNAP East denotes the glider survey region. Red and blue arrows depict upper and lower flows, respectively. (b) 30-day mean transports (positive southward) integrated over the lower layer at OSNAP East (black line) and GSR (magenta line), and their difference (blue line). Shading indicates uncertainty in the means. The two layers are separated by the 30-day varying isopycnal of the AMOC at OSNAP East, noted $\sigma_{MOC}$. See Methods for details on the uncertainty estimates.
2 Materials and Methods

2.1 The OSNAP East observations

The OSNAP East array consists of thirty-two moorings from the southeast tip of Greenland to the Scottish shelf (Lozier et al., 2017). The distance between moorings (Figure 1) varies from 9.6 km at the Greenland shelf (42.5°W/60°N) to 389 km above the Hatton-Rockall Basins (14–21°W/58°N). Geostrophic velocity fields are estimated from continuous temperature, salinity and velocity measurements of the OSNAP moorings, combined with other observations (Argo profiling floats, OSNAP gliders and CTD stations, WORLD Ocean Atlas 2013 climatology, current meter velocities) for the period between August 2014 and May 2016. Salinity, temperature and geostrophic velocity fields are gridded with a horizontal resolution of ~25 km and a vertical resolution of 20 m (Li et al., 2017). Here, we used the gridded transports estimated from the 30-day mean geostrophic velocities (Table S1).

The transports were integrated in the upper and lower layer at OSNAP East, which are separated by the 30-day varying AMOC isopycnal, $\sigma_{MOC}$. The AMOC isopycnal is defined each month as the density at the maximum of the overturning streamfunction in density space. It ranges from 27.38 kg m$^{-3}$ in December 2014 to 27.76 kg m$^{-3}$ in September 2014 with an average $\overline{\sigma_{MOC}}$ of 27.55 kg m$^{-3}$.

Statistical uncertainties for the AMOC are estimated from Monte Carlo simulations (Thomson & Emery, 2014), and were applied for the transports across OSNAP East. The statistical uncertainty was estimated as 3.8 Sv for the upper and lower layers.

2.2 Exchanges across the Greenland-Scotland Ridge

We used transports across the GSR provided by the AtlantOS consortium (Bringedal et al., 2018). The transports are estimated for the upper and lower layers from moorings and hydrographic stations (Figure 1a). Note that the density limit between the layers is defined as 27.80 kg m$^{-3}$ at the GSR.

The upper layer includes northward Atlantic water through the Denmark Strait (Jonsson & Valdilarsson, 2012), the Faroe Current (Hansen et al., 2015) and the Faroe-Shetland Chanel (Berx et al., 2013) (Figure 1a). Observations for this layer run through the period 1994–2014.
Because the transports do not span the entire OSNAP period, monthly averages were used to create averaged time series for the rest of the OSNAP period. Indeed, we assume that the mean states prevail through 2014–2016 as these flows are steady over time (Table S1).

The lower layer is composed of southward Denmark Strait Overflow Water (DSOW) at the Denmark Strait (Jochumsen et al., 2017) and Iceland-Scotland Overflow Water (ISOW) at the Faroe-Bank Chanel (Hansen et al., 2016; Hansen & Østerhus, 2007) (Figure 1a). In that layer, the averaged ISOW transports through the Wyville-Thomson Ridge and the Iceland-Faroe Ridge of 0.8 Sv (Hansen et al., 2018) and 0.4 Sv (Sherwin, 2010), respectively, were included to the exchanges through the Faroe-Bank Channel.

The standard error for the GSR transports is computed as: $E_{GSR} = \frac{\text{std}(T)}{\sqrt{n}}$; where std($T$) is the standard deviation of the transports and $n$ is the effective degree of freedom computed from the autocorrelation function of the time series. Because the density limit between the upper and lower layers, defined as 27.80 kg m$^{-3}$ at the GSR, is denser than $\overline{\sigma_{MOC}} = 27.55$ kg m$^{-3}$, an uncertainty associated with the net mid-depth exchange across the GSR is added to the cross-ridge flows (Sarafanov et al., 2012). The uncertainty in the sum of the upper and lower transports is shared equally between the western and eastern sides of Iceland and applied to each cross-ridge transport. The final error was estimated as 0.3 Sv for the southward DSOW and the exchanges at the Faroe-Shetland Channel, and as 0.2 Sv for the southward ISOW and the exchanges of Atlantic water through the Denmark Strait during the 21 months of OSNAP observations.

2.3 Atmospheric Reanalysis

We use National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) atmospheric reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996) and European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis 5 (ERA5) atmospheric reanalysis (Poli et al., 2016) to estimate air-sea heat and freshwater fluxes over the area defined between OSNAP East and GSR. These are combined with monthly fields of subsurface salinity between August 2014 and May 2016 to compute the transformations of outcropped waters. Subsurface salinities at 5-m depth were derived from EN4.2.1 (Good et al., 2013) and, as for the NCEP/NCAR fluxes, were subsampled onto the ERA5 grid of 30 km.
2.4 Transformation of outcropped waters

The transformation of surface water by air-sea fluxes is computed using a well-developed method based on a linearized version of the equation of state (Speer & Tziperman, 1992; Tziperman, 1986; Walin, 1982). Assuming steady state, the amount of water transformed across an isopycnal outcrop toward higher or lower densities by net heat and freshwater fluxes is computed for each month and each isopycnal σ following the equations below. A local surface density flux is integrated over time and the area of the density outcrop to yield the transformation, F (Figure S1). When σ does not outcrop in a given month, F is set to zero.

\[ F(\sigma^*) = \frac{1}{\Delta \sigma} \int \int \left[ \frac{\alpha}{C_p} Q + \beta \frac{S}{1-S} (E - P) \right] \Pi(\sigma) \, dx \, dy \]

where

\[ \Pi(\sigma) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for } |\sigma - \sigma^*| \leq \frac{\Delta \sigma}{2} \\
0 & \text{elsewhere} \end{cases} \]

α is the thermal expansion coefficient, β is the haline contraction coefficient, S is the subsurface salinity, C is the specific heat, H is the net heat flux into the ocean, E and P are the evaporation and precipitation, respectively. The bin size in density is set at Δσ = 0.2 kg m\(^{-3}\) to avoid noise at finer intervals (Speer & Tziperman, 1992).

Statistical uncertainty for the transformation is estimated as the standard error for the monthly transformations across σ\(_{\text{MOC}}\): 

\[ Err = \frac{\text{std}(F_\sigma)}{\sqrt{n}} \]

where \(\text{std}(F_\sigma)\) is the standard deviation of the monthly transformations across σ\(_{\text{MOC}}\) over the 21 months of OSNAP observations, and \(n\) is the effective degree of freedom computed from the autocorrelation function of the time series. This error was estimated at 2.5 Sv in the Irminger Sea and Iceland Basin between OSNAP East and GSR.
3 Results

3.1 Densification due to buoyancy forcing over the OSNAP period

The transport difference between deep flows across GSR and OSNAP East (6.6 ± 3.8 Sv; Figure 2 and Table S1) is similar to that found (9.6 ± 3.5 Sv) using composites of summertime hydrographic sections at GSR and at 59.5°N (Chafik & Rossby, 2019), the latter of which roughly aligns with OSNAP East. In that study, the authors attribute the difference between the volume of deep water coming over GSR and that exported at 59.5°N to entrainment and subsequent densification of intermediate water by the overflow waters. Other studies highlight buoyancy forcing, rather than entrainment, as the primary mechanism for densification in the Irminger Sea (Brambilla et al., 2008; Brambilla & Talley, 2008), though a quantification of its impact has yet to be made. That quantification is the focus of this section.

According to the method in Speer & Tziperman (1992) and described in section 2.4, we compute the transformation of outcropped waters to densities exceeding $\sigma_{MOC}$, the AMOC isopycnal separating the upper and lower limbs, during the 21 months of OSNAP data. Our estimate yields a transformation of 7.0 ± 2.5 Sv over the area bounded by OSNAP East and GSR (Figure 2), which matches remarkably well with the mean overturning estimated by the volume budget in both layers (6.6 ± 3.8 Sv for the lower layer; 7.6 ± 3.8 Sv for the upper layer). Thus, the volume of deep water exported from the Irminger and Iceland basins across OSNAP East can be accounted for by overflow waters across the GSR and by water mass formation through buoyancy loss over this region. The entrainment of ambient water by the overflow does not seem to play a major role in the transformation of upper waters to densities larger than $\sigma_{MOC}$. Nevertheless, the entrainment is not negligible in the subsequent transformation of the deep waters within the lower limb of the AMOC (van Aken & de Jong, 2012; Dickson & Brown, 1994), and thus on the deep water properties exported southward.
**Figure 2. Overturning and buoyancy forcing between OSNAP East and GSR.** Volume budget of the upper (red) and lower (blue) layers between GSR and OSNAP East (Sv). Within-layer transports are averaged over the OSNAP period. Circle with a central dot indicates the volume of water received in the lower layer from the upper layer estimated from the volume budget of the lower layer; circles with crosses indicate export of water from the upper layer to the lower layer estimated from the volume budget of the upper layer and from the averaged transformation across $\sigma_{\text{MOC}}$ (black, unit Sv). Bathymetry is shaded for 500, 1000, 2000, 3000 m. Note that the red and blue arrows across the OSNAP line are placeholders for a number of significant currents that compose the upper and lower limbs.

The strongest transformation of surface water to the mean AMOC density ($\overline{\sigma_{\text{MOC}}} = 27.55 \text{ kg m}^{-3}$) occurs along the boundary current in the Irminger Sea and north of 59°N in the region over the Reykjanes Ridge (Figure 3b), which is consistent with Brambilla et al. (2008). The importance of these areas for transformation is highlighted by the black crosses that denote regions where the 27.55 kg m$^{-3}$ isopycnal outcropped during all 8 months of the 2014–2015 and 2015–2016 winters. With such persistent outcropping, these ‘hotspots’ play a key role in the transformation of light to dense waters between OSNAP East and GSR. In contrast, transformation is relatively weak over the Hatton-Rockall Basin and does not occur over the Rockall Trough at this density. However, the transformation to densities that define the lower AMOC limb is understood to be the final stage in water mass formation across the subpolar gyre. Thus, we also examine the
spatial pattern of transformation across 27.35 kg m\(^{-3}\) (Figure 3a), which we consider the density of subpolar mode waters found in the eastern region of the subpolar gyre that are ‘pre-conditioned’ to become the dense waters of the lower limb further downstream (Brambilla & Talley, 2008; Talley & McCartney, 1982; Thierry et al., 2008). Strong transformation to this density is found in the southeastern part of the Iceland Basin, whereas weak transformation is observed over the Irminger Sea. Consistent with previous publications (Brambilla et al., 2008; Desbruyères et al., 2019) our analysis shows that wintertime convection in the Iceland Basin, Hatton-Rockall Basin and northern Rockall Trough provides critical preconditioning for the deep waters of the AMOC lower limb.

We now extend our transformation analysis to the Labrador and Nordic Seas in order to understand if estimates of overturning in those basins can similarly be explained by buoyancy forcing. For the Labrador Sea, we find a water mass transformation of 1.5 ± 0.7 Sv to densities exceeding 27.70 kg m\(^{-3}\) (Figure S1), the AMOC density at OSNAP West, which compares reasonably well with the recently published estimate (Lozier et al., 2019) of overturning in that basin of 2.1 ± 0.3 Sv. Turning to the Nordic Seas, we have already noted that 6.6 ± 0.4 Sv of overflow waters (\(\sigma_0 > 27.80\) kg m\(^{-3}\)) join the Irminger and Iceland basins through the GSR during the OSNAP period. Our calculation of the transformation to densities greater than 27.80 kg m\(^{-3}\) in the Nordic Seas (from GSR to Fram Strait and the Barents Sea Opening) during the same period yields 4.7 ± 1.5 Sv (Figure S1), which agrees with the finding of Isachsen et al. (2007) that the primary production of the dense water flowing across the GSR occurs in the Nordic Seas. Thus, for all basins where we expect waters that comprise the deep limb of the AMOC to be formed, we find that the volume of waters exported can largely be explained by buoyancy loss over these basins in the winter months.

In earlier work using coupled models, a surface-forced overturning was estimated for the entire North Atlantic north of a given latitude and compared against the model’s ‘actual’ overturning computed using velocity fields (Grist et al., 2009; Josey et al., 2009). Josey et al. (2009) found the surface-forced estimate was best matched to the actual by averaging the surface-forced estimate over a number of years, e.g. 6 years at 60 \(^{\circ}\)N and 10 years at 45 \(^{\circ}\)N. Desbruyères et al. (2019) found similar results using observations. In both studies, a lag is expected because of the circulation time scales over a basin-wide area. In contrast, we focus here only on the Irminger
and Iceland basins and find that local surface fluxes are driving the diapycnal fluxes with little or no lag.

**Figure 3. Spatial pattern of transformation.** Transformation (Sv) at (a) 27.35 kg m$^{-3}$ and (b) 27.55 kg m$^{-3}$ over the Irminger Sea and Iceland Basin averaged over the 21-month OSNAP period and derived from the heat and freshwater fluxes of ERA5 and NCEP. Positive transformation are associated with densification to the denoted isopycnals. Black crosses indicate outcropping areas of the isopycnals during all eight months of winter (December–March) 2014–2015 and 2015–2016. Bathymetry contours are at 500, 1,000 m, 2,500 m. White indicates regions with no outcropping in any month. In addition to the Irminger Sea boundary and Reykjanes Ridge, a region of strong transformation is centered on (62°N, 10°W), however it is not associated with persistent outcropping during all eight months of winter 2014–2015.
3.2 Temporal variability of the overturning in the Iceland and Irminger basins

Over the 21 months of OSNAP observations, overturning variability between OSNAP East and GSR is large, with the 30-day means ranging from $2.2 \pm 2.6$ Sv in September 2014 to $13.8 \pm 4.1$ Sv in June 2015 (Figure 1b). To further investigate this variability, the volume change for the upper and lower layers for each month is estimated by adding the net volume gain/loss due to horizontal advection and the net volume gain/loss due to transformation into/out of that layer.

Volume changes for the lower layer can be described with two steps: accumulation of water from the upper layer in winter due to densification, and then subsequent export of water out of the Irminger and Iceland basins the following months (Figure 4). In winter 2014–2015, the transformation of water to densities greater than $\sigma_{MOC}$ reaches a total of 29.1 Sv in January of 2015. During those winter months, the loss of water out of the lower layer is steady, but weak, with a minimum of $-4.3$ Sv in December 2014, thus the layer thickens. For the upper layer, the strong densification due to buoyancy forcing overwhelms the weak advective gain such that there is a thinning of the layer during those months. Note that the thinning (volume loss) and thickening (volume gain) for the upper and lower layers, respectively, are in close agreement, with extrema in December 2014 of $-24.3$ Sv for the upper layer and of $24.5$ Sv for the lower layer.

After January 2015, transformation to densities greater than $\sigma_{MOC}$ weakens while the net volume exported out of the basins due to advection for the lower layer reaches its maximum of $-11.1$ Sv in July 2015. Thus, the lower layer thins during spring to summer.

The maximum volume of water exported out of the lower layer by the horizontal flow field lags the peak of densification by five months. The length of this delay — between the formation of dense water and its export to the boundary current in a marginal sea, such as the Irminger Sea — is consistent with modeling studies that attribute the exchange between the convective region and the boundary current to an eddy transport mechanism (Brüggemann & Katsman, 2019; Sayol et al., 2019). The delay depends upon the location of the convection and ranges from three months if convection takes place along the Irminger Current to more than twelve months if it is in the interior of the Irminger Sea (Le Bras et al., 2020).
Over one year, the volume gain in the lower layer due to transformation exceeds the volume lost due to advection, implying that a fraction of the transformed water is stored in the Irminger and Iceland basins and not exported seasonally. From October 2014 to September 2015, 4.5 Sv is stored in the lower layer of these basins. We note that the volume accumulated in the lower layer varies from year to year (Figure 4): the accumulation is larger in winter 2014–2015 (24.5/–24.3 Sv) than in winter 2015–2016 (10.0/–9.1 Sv). Thus, the overturning variability downstream is impacted by the advection of dense water exported across OSNAP East as much as by the transformation. On longer timescales, we have an expectation that the export of waters out of the lower limb will match the transformation, or production, of the dense waters in that limb.

**Figure 4. Monthly variability of the layer volumes.** 30-day mean volume change (Sv) in the (a) upper and (b) lower layers between OSNAP East and GSR (black lines). The volume change is estimated by combining the transformation at the AMOC isopycnal through air-sea flux forcing (Sv, yellow lines) and the horizontal divergence of transport into each layer as estimated in Figure 1b (Sv, blue lines). The three variables are positive for inflows into the layer, such that positive transformations are associated with lightening in the upper layer and densification in the lower layer. Positive shading indicates an accumulated volume in the layer and negative shading indicates a volume lost for the layer. The products are smoothed over three months. The two layers are separated by the 30-day varying isopycnal of the AMOC at OSNAP East, $\sigma_{MOC}$, which has an average of 27.55 kg m$^{-3}$.
4 Conclusion and implications

From the first synthesis of in situ observations (OSNAP and NAACLIM) and air-sea buoyancy exchanges in each basin of the subpolar North Atlantic and the Nordic Seas, a new understanding of overturning in the eastern subpolar gyre emerges. The sources for the AMOC lower limb deep water are, in order of importance, the Irminger and Iceland basins, the Nordic Seas, and finally the Labrador Sea. This relevance stands in contrast to past studies that partitioned the deep water sources between the Nordic and Labrador Seas. We suggest that this earlier partitioning resulted from the fact that part of the deep waters formed in the Irminger and Iceland basins are carried toward the Labrador Sea via the Deep Western Boundary Current. Then, although they are further modified in the Labrador Sea and exit the basin as ‘Labrador Sea Water’, the bulk of these waters joined the lower limb of the AMOC upstream.

Our results reveal that the production of deep water in the Irminger and Iceland basins can almost entirely be accounted for by buoyancy forcing over those basins. The close agreement between overturning and buoyancy forcing over the subpolar gyre highlights the key role of air-sea fluxes in establishing the state of the AMOC. Furthermore, considering the relatively large fraction of transformed water that is stored in the Irminger and Iceland basins each year, an investigation into the sensitivity of the AMOC to previously observed intense interannual variability in this region (Josey et al., 2019; Josey et al., 2018) is warranted.
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